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To obtain a full time managerial/clinical Cardiac Technician position in which can
utilize strong managerial/clinical abilities, with opportunity for advancement.

EXPERIENCE
Cardiac Stress Technician
ABC Corporation - DECEMBER 2000 – FEBRUARY 2010
 Attends required training and demonstrates ongoing competency and
the ability to accurately interpret cardiac rhythm tracings.
 Evaluates telemetry patients at the beginning of each tour and on an
ongoing basis to collect data concerning rhythm and any changes.
 Obtains a rhythm strip at the time of admission, at a defined interval
as per CMU standards and whenever dysrhythmias occur.
 Notifies the RN of all changes in rhythm immediately.
 Adheres to the requirement that cardiac monitors must be observed
constantly and arranges for relief by qualified personnel prior to
leaving assignment for breaks or shift change.
 Recognizes possible equipment malfunctions and takes actions
immediately by applying the defined escalation processes.
 Cleans monitors and lead wires after each patient use.

Cardiac Technician

Delta Corporation - 1995 – 2000









Job Duties Observing cardiac monitors for any cardiac abnormality
and reporting them to the charge nurse.
Applied Holter monitors and EKGs Fast-paced ED environment
Explained every procedure to the patient STNA duties Other basic
cardiac duties.
Performed pre-op EKGs and in-patient EKGs for the Cardiovascular
department.
Working alongside a nuclear technician, nuclear stress tests are
performed.
A patient is given a chemical or exercise stress test.
A 12 lead EKG is obtained, interpreted, and composed into a report
along with the nuclear technicians images.
Medical Assistant 200 hour externship/Hired December 2013 Provide
assistance to the Doctors by bringing patients back to their exam
rooms Vital.
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EDUCATION


AAS in Business Administration - (Erie Community College)

SKILLS
EMR, EKG Interpretation, Able to perform 12 lead EKG duties, Able to assess blood
pressure.
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